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A B S T R A C T

Hypothesis: Some of the most promising fields of application of ionic liquid-based colloids imply
elevated temperatures. Their careful design and analysis is therefore essential. We assume that tuning
the structure of the nanoparticle-ionic liquid interface through its composition can ensure colloidal
stability for a wide temperature range, from room temperature up to 200˝ C.
Experiments: The system under study consists of iron oxide nanoparticles (NPs) dispersed in ethyl-
methylimidazolium bistriflimide (EMIM TFSI). The key parameters of the solid-liquid interface,
tuned at room temperature, are the surface charge density and the nature of the counterions. The
thermal stability of these nanoparticle dispersions is then analysed on the short and long term up to
200˝ C. A multiscale analysis is performed combining dynamic light scattering (DLS), small angle
X-ray/neutron scattering (SAXS/SANS) and thermogravimetric analysis (TGA).
Findings: Following the proposed approach with a careful choice of the species at the solid-liquid in-
terface, ionic liquid-based colloidal dispersions of iron oxide NPs in EMIM TFSI stable over years at
room temperature can be obtained, also stable at least over days up to 200˝ C and NPs concentrations
up to 12 vol% (˘30 wt%) thanks to few near-surface ionic layers.

1. Introduction
Ionic liquids (ILs) have a variety of properties such as

high electrochemical and thermal stabilities, low vapour pres-
sures, their abilities to dissolve many chemical species, and
modest conductivities making them interesting for several
fields of applications. Some examples are found in synthe-
sis and catalysis processes [1], seals and bearings[2], as well
as energy related applications [3, 4] such as batteries, super-
capacitors and thermoelectric applications [5, 6, 7]. How-
ever, ionic liquids also have some properties hindering their

Abbreviations: ILs, Ionic liquids; NPs: nanoparticles; MD: molec-
ular dynamics; �, solid’s surface charge density; ⇥max

ion , maximum charge
density of a densely packed counterion monolayer; EMIM TFSI, ethyl-
methylimidazolium bistriflimide; DLS, Dynamic Light Scattering; SAXS,
Small Angle X-Ray Scattering; SANS, Small Angle Neutron Scattering;
TEM, Transmission electron microscopy, TGA, thermogravimetric anal-
ysis; �NP, nanoparticle’s volume fraction; FAAS, flame atomic absorp-
tion spectroscopy; ESI-MS, electrospray ionization mass spectrometry;
S(Q), structure factor; � , osmotic compressibility; HTfO, triflic acid;
HTFSI, N,N-Bis(trifluoromethanesulfonyl)imide acid; HSBMIM TFSI, 1-
(4-Sulfobutyl)-3-methylimidazolium bistriflimide; HSBMIM TfO, 1-(4-
Sulfobutyl)-3-methylimidazolium triflate; SBMIM±, deprotonated form of
HSBMIM+, SFA, Surface Force Apparatus.
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industrial employment in some fields. For example they gen-
erally show elevated viscosities compared to molecular sol-
vents which is connected to poor mass transport properties
limiting the performance in energy applications at room tem-
perature [3, 7]. However, the viscosity reduces significantly
when the ionic liquids are heated up whereby this disadvan-
tage (almost) vanishes [8]. Therefore, the use of ionic liq-
uids at elevated temperatures is extremely interesting for ap-
plications. In addition, the performance of electrochemical
devices is improved with increasing temperature. A way to
further improve the system’s properties at low and higher
temperatures can be the addition of nanoparticles (NPs) to
ionic liquids [9]. The addition of charged nanoparticles to
electrolytes of electrochemical devices can, for instance, im-
prove the thermoelectric properties compared with the sol-
vent alone [10] or improve electrochemical performance com-
pared with the pure IL [11]. Such dispersions of NPs can
also be considered as potential heat transfer fluids thanks to
their improved thermal properties [12, 13]. Other applica-
tions as the determination of ILs viscosities can be envisaged
[14].
The colloidal stability of nanoparticle dispersions in ionic
liquids can result from (i) polymers or molecules grafted on
the NPs, (ii) molecules adsorbed on the NPs, (iii) the orga-
nization of the pure IL close to the NPs [9]. Among these
options, the third one is privileged along with the addition of
a small amount of species that can adsorb on the NPs. Indeed
ion layering of the ionic liquid at the interface together with
molecules that can absorb on the nanoparticle can produce
a repulsive (oscillatory) force that can outrank the attractive
van der Waals forces between the nanoparticles and therefore
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colloidal stability is obtained [15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20]. Such
an ionic layering was shown by molecular dynamics (MD)
simulations [15] and X-ray pair distribution analysis [16] of
nanoparticle dispersions in molten salts 1 and some ionic liq-
uids. However, this layered organization has been essentially
studied on flat surfaces like sapphire, mica or gold for which
many experiments like atomic force microscopy or X-Ray
reflectivity are easier to perform [21, 22]. Elements of ratio-
nalization of the process have been brought by MD simula-
tions of ionic liquids on flat surfaces, evidencing the crucial
role of the ratio ion = �_⇥max

ion  with � the solid’s surface
charge density and ⇥max

ion the maximum charge density of a
densely packed counterion2 monolayer [23]. For oxide NPs,
� can be tuned in a limited range changing the acidity of the
medium or the nature of the surface. On the other hand, the
counterions can be changed in the system, either by chang-
ing the ionic liquid itself or by adding ions.

Several works analysing ionic-liquid based colloids evi-
denced that these additional ions influence the colloidal sta-
bility despite their low concentration as compared to the ions
concentration in the ionic liquid [18, 19, 24, 25, 26]. Further-
more, the nanostructure of the IL in contact with chargeable
flat surfaces like graphite [27] or gold [28] is observed to
be modified when adding extra small ions like Li+ or Cl*.
These ions (even at low concentrations) have an influence as
they can locate at the interface.
Besides, a long-range repulsion has been evidenced in ionic
liquids and concentrated salt solutions [29, 30] by SFA force
measurements between charged plates in various ILs. This
repulsion, the mechanism of which is still under debate, ex-
tends over distances larger than the few layers formed close
to the surface. Typically, the characteristic distance of this
long-range repulsion is Ù 7 nm at room temperature for
EMIM TFSI between two symmetrical mica surfaces [30].
These forces, consistent with thermal disruption of electro-
static correlations and/or e�ective dissociation of ionic liq-
uid ions, are closely related to the correlations induced in the
presence of the charged surfaces in the bulk IL phase. How-
ever they are not well understood even in the most common
conditions studied, at room temperature. Increasing temper-
ature can have opposite e�ects on the di�erent contributions,
depending on their entropic or enthalpic nature [30]. Ex-
perimentally, the long range repulsion has been observed to
depend on temperature and on IL nature, but in an equiv-
ocal manner: e.g. it decreases for mica surfaces in EMIM
TFSI between 20 and 50 ˝C [31] whereas it increases or even
appears for silica/mica surfaces in ethylammonium nitrate
(EAN) between room temperature and 120 ˝C [32].
The use of ionic liquids at elevated temperatures is how-
ever extremely interesting for applications for example in the
fields of heat transfer fluids [13], lubricants [33] or superca-
pacitors [11]. To be suitable, the ionic liquid-based systems
need to be long-term stable at high temperature. This implies
both chemical stability of the IL and colloidal stability of
dispersions therein. Few studies have been performed above

1analogue of ionic liquids with a melting temperature above 100˝C
2ions of opposite charge compared to the surface

room temperature and fewer tried to analyze the nanostruc-
ture, both for ILs close to interfaces or for colloidal disper-
sions. Silica NPs dispersed in BMIM BF4 were studied up
to 60 ˝C, showing a change in interactions and rheological
properties [34]. At higher temperature, only few nanoparti-
cles in molten salts have been recently studied by Dynamic
Light Scattering (DLS) on a range of temperature above their
melting point [35].

Literature provides the decomposition temperature of the
ILs in the short term, i.e. from classical thermogravimet-
ric analysis (TGA) ramps, for a range of systems [36]. ILs
based on fluorinated BF*

4 , TFSI* or TfO* anions are among
the most stable systems. After first measurements in several
ILs based dispersions at high temperature3, EMIM TFSI was
chosen for a more focused study. This is indeed one of the
most stable ILs, largely studied in literature because of its
low viscosity [37].

In this work, the colloidal stability of NPs dispersions of
(magnetic) iron oxides in EMIM TFSI is analyzed on the na-
noscale taking care of the NP-IL interface. Always keeping
the NPs in a liquid, NPs are transferred from water into pure
IL or IL with additives, which allows us to control their ini-
tial surface charge and the nature of the associated counteri-
ons compensating this charge, thus tuning the ratio ion. The
dispersion state and the structure of the NPs on the nanoscale
are first studied at room temperature, associating optical mi-
croscopy, dynamic light scattering (DLS) and small angle X-
ray scattering (SAXS) measurements. In a second step, the
optimal systems obtained are examined at high temperature
up to 200 ˝C (473 K) combining DLS, SAXS, SANS as well
as TGA. As the temperature at which the IL is stable in the
long term (hours or months) can be up to a factor two lower
than the short-term one from TGA ramps [36, 38], we per-
formed isothermal TGA over hours and DLS measurements
over days to determine suitability for applications.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Preparation of ionic liquid-based colloids

The products were purchased and used as received. They
are listed in the ESI (S1). The same batch of maghemite
(�-Fe2O3) nanoparticles was used for all experiments. This
batch was already used in reference [20], where the NPs’
synthesis [39, 40] and the sample characteristics are
described in detail. After a size sorting process, the fraction
kept has a lognormal size distribution with a median diame-
ter dNP = 8.7 nm with a polydispersity index of �

d
= 0.3. At

the end, the NPs are dispersed in water, their surface charge
being positive, compensated by nitrate ions, with a pH of 1.8
and a volume fraction of 4.4 vol%.
To modify the charge and the counterions in the initial sam-
ples in water, sodium hydroxide was added to these disper-

3Pyrr1(201)TFSI: (1-Methyl-1-(2-Methoxyethyl) Pyrrolidinium
TFSI), Pi1(201) TFSI: (1-(2-Methoxyethyl)-1-Methyl Piperidinium TFSI),
N1114 TFSI: (N,N,N-triMethyl-N-Butyl Ammonium TFSI), N112(301)
TFSI: (N-Ethyl-N,N-diMethyl- N-(3-Methoxypropyl) Ammonium TFSI),
EMIM FSI: (EMIM bis(fluorosulfonyl)imide), EMIM TFO: (EMIM
trifluoromethanesulfonate).
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sions at a volume fraction of 1 vol% till the point of zero
charge was reached at pH˘7. The free ions were washed
o� several times with ultra-pure water. The particles could
then be charged by protonation of the oxide surface with
a strong acid. The charge density of the NPs � increases
while decreasing the pH and it is compensated by the conju-
gate anion of the acid. The pH was converted into a charge
density according to the results obtained with similar NPs
with nitric and perchloric acid [41], under the hypothesis
that the surface charge does not depend on the nature of
the strong acid used [41]. Concretely, pH values between 5
and 1.3 correspond to surface charge densities � between 4
and 30 �C cm*2 (and the equivalent concentrations of added
acids are between 0.0035 and 0.075 mol L*1). This is the
maximal reachable charge as lowering the pH too much can
lead to the dissolution of the NPs.
Figure 1 shows the three possible species that can play the
role of counterions of the positive NPs, when using the four
strong acids here under. HTFSI and HTFO enable to change
the ⇥max values and the nature of the charged group with
TFSI* and TfO* as the possible counterions of the NPs. The
two other acids HSBMIM TFSI and HSBMIM TfO are ionic
liquids when pure. The deprotonated form is thus composed
of the zwitterion SBMIM± and of the anion. The ratio be-
tween the two entities is one when adding them as one IL.
However, this ratio can be varied by adding first HTFSI or
HTfO and then SBMIM± (which is a powder). Doing so, the
value of the initial charge density � is varied independently
of the amount of species of opposite charge and the plan �

versus [SBMIM±] is explored.
Once the composition in water was fixed, an equivalent vol-

Figure 1: Structures of the ions 1-(4-butylsulfonate)-
3-methylimidazolium (SBMIM±), triflate (TfO*),
bis(trifluoromethylsulfonyl) amide (TFSI*), and 1-ethyl-
3-methylimidazolium (EMIM+).

ume of the EMIM TFSI ionic liquid was added (see Figure
1) and the water was removed by freeze-drying. Therefore
the final volume fraction �NP in the ionic liquid was known
(around 1 vol%) and the concentrations of the introduced
species were also known.
When possible, more concentrated dispersions could be ob-
tained by ultracentrifugation using an Optima 70 device and
a type 100 Ti fixed-angle rotor from the company Beckman
Coulter, USA. The samples needed to be centrifuged at 55
000 rpm (243 000 g) for 24 hours at 19 ˝C. Separating the

clear supernatant leaded to concentrated samples with nano-
particle volume fractions �NP ˘ 10–20 vol% which could
be diluted with their supernatant to appropriate intermediate
concentrations.

2.2. Analyses of the samples
The ionic liquid-based colloids were analysed by trans-

mission electron microscopy (TEM) using a JEOL-100 CX
TEM in order to check that their transfer into the ionic liq-
uid has not changed the shape of the nanoparticles com-
pared to the initial sample in water, i.e there is no dissolu-
tion. A droplet of the ionic liquid-based ferrofluids (diluted
to around 0.01 vol% with pure ionic liquid) was deposited
on a carbon-coated copper grid and the back-side of the grid
was swiped over a paper to remove as much liquid as possi-
ble.4

Then, on the micron scale, the existence of large agglom-
erates was checked by optical microscopy. If none were de-
tected, the samples were analyzed by dynamic light scatter-
ing (DLS), performed using Vasco, VascoFlex or VascoKin
DLS Particle Analyzers from Cordouan Technologies (see
ESI section S.2.1. for the technical details). As the viscosity
of the ionic liquid-based colloids is di�cult to know accu-
rately because it depends on water traces [8] and on the other
additives in the dispersions, DLS was mainly used to follow
samples in the long term over months. Moreover, as the mea-
surements were performed at 1 vol% of NPs, only apparent
hydrodynamic diameters dH are given (see details in the ESI
sections S2.1. and S3).
At high temperature, DLS was coupled with small angle neu-
tron scattering (SANS) up to 200 ˝C (473 K) for hours. The
setup and the details of the experiments performed on the
PAXY spectrometer at the LLB facility (CEA Saclay, France)
are described in detail in the ESI section S4.1. Three dif-
ferent configurations were used leading to an accessible Q-
range of 0.005 Å-1 to 0.2 Å-1.
SAXS experiments were carried out with a laboratory in-
strument (XEUSS 2.0) in the Q-range 0.0045 Å-1– 0.2 Å-1

(see ESI section S.2.2. for details). The SAXS and SANS
form factors P (Q) of the nanoparticles were obtained from
the extrapolation at 0 vol% of several dilute colloidal disper-
sions in water with low interparticle interactions. See the
electronic supplementary information (ESI) of [20] for de-
tails and the corresponding curves. These form factors were
used to determine structure factors S(Q) from the measured
intensity I(Q) using:

S(Q) = I(Q)
�⇢2VNP�NPP (Q)

(1)

where �⇢2 is the contrast and VNP an average volume of
the NP and �NP is the nanoparticle volume fractions deter-
mined from flame atomic absorption spectroscopy (FAAS)
measurements (see ESI S.2.3.).

4Note that TEM can not give a reliable insight on the dispersion state of
NPs in solution because the preparation of the sample for the TEM measure-
ments can a�ect the sample’s nanostructure due to dilution and exposure to
the humidity of the air.
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The value of S(Q ô 0) therefore compares the studied dis-
persions to a "reference" dispersion of individual nanopar-
ticles without interparticle interaction. The di�erence can
be due to interparticle interaction or to a change of the vol-
ume/form of the scattering objects (for example formation
of small aggregates).
Isothermal and ramped temperature thermogravimetric anal-
ysis (TGA) were performed with a TGA 550 from TA Instru-
ments (see details in ESI, S4.2.).

3. Results and discussion
3.1. Analysis of the dilute samples at 1 vol% at

room temperature
Using the four strong acids to change the surface charge

and SBMIM± to modify the surface, the �–[SBMIM±] plane,
where � is the initial surface charge density in water, can
be explored to outline stability behaviors (see Figure 2).
In these diagrams, the special case of the ratio SBMIM±/
TFSI* or TfO* equal to one (easily reached when adding di-
rectly HSBMIM TFSI or HSBMIM TfO ILs) is shown with
the brown line. Here, the quality of the dispersions in the
IL is addressed with DLS measurements. These diagrams
evidence that:
1) With TFSI* or TfO* counterions and [SBMIM±] = 0,

the NPs are floculated whatever the surface charge densities
(from 4 to 30 �C cm*2). This corresponds to the y-axis in
Figure 2.
2) Adding SBMIM± to these systems can stabilize the nano-
particles if the surface charge density is high enough, which
means that some SBMIM± localises at the solid liquid inter-
face.
3) For a given amount of SBMIM± and for a given acid,
the apparent hydrodynamic diameter dH decreases while the
surface charge density � increases, when dispersions are ob-
tained.
4) For a given charge density �, dH depends on [SBMIM±]
and there is an optimal concentration for the minimal dH.
SAXS confirms that there is a change in the nanostructure
while changing the concentration of SBMIM± for a given
charge (see section S3 in ESI, Figure S2).
5) The final dispersion state in EMIM TFSI in the presence
of SBMIM± depends on the initial counterion introduced,
i.e. TFSI* or TfO*. For example for a surface charge density
of 14 �C cm*2 (0.014 mol L*1 TfO* or TFSI* introduced
with the added acid) and a SBMIM± concentration in the
range 0.07–0.1 mol L*1, the apparent hydrodynamic diam-
eter for nanoparticle dispersions containing TfO* is around
70 nm, although it is bigger than 100 nm for dispersions with
TFSI*.
The best dispersions states are obtained in the green areas
of the diagrams (Figure 2). They correspond to the smallest
d
H

and lowest S(0), i.e. the lowest NP size and/or the max-
imal repulsive interparticle interaction. The optimal ones
correspond to the maximal charge density � ˘ 30 �C cm*2.
Among the intermediate SBMIM± concentrations in the
green area, [SBMIM±] = 0.075 mol L*1 is among the opti-

Figure 2: Diagrams of the different nanostructures obtained in
the dispersions of NPs in EMIM TFSI. The X-Y plane explored
is the added concentration of SBMIM± (X) and the initial
charge density of the NPs in water � (Y). The symbols ‰ cor-
respond to aggregated samples. When DLS can be performed,
the surface of the disks is proportional to the apparent size ex-
tracted from DLS d

H
(scale on the right). (a) � increased

by adding HTFSI; (b) � increased by adding HTFO. The
(calculated) brown line corresponds to [SBMIM±]=[HTFSI] or
[HTFO]. The green area indicates the region where the best
samples are obtained (lowest d

H
). The red area indicates the

region where samples are dispersed however with aggregates
up to 90 nm.

mal values, as confirmed by SAXS (see section S3 in ESI).
This corresponds to a ratio SBMIM± to TFSI* or SBMIM±

to TfO* of 1. It is thus easily reached by directly adding
HSBMIM TFSI or HSBMIM TfO. SAXS also proves that
several independent preparations with this composition are
very reproducible (see section S3 in ESI, Figure S2).

3.2. The most stable samples: detailed
nanostructure at room temperature, 1 vol%

The most stable dispersions obtained from the diagrams
of Figure 2 are analyzed in details comparing the two sys-
tems (i) HSBMIM TFSI, where the anionic species are TFSI*
and the sulfonate group of SBMIM±; (ii) HSBMIM TfO,
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where the anionic species are TFSI*, TfO* and the sulfonate
group of SBMIM± (the molecules are shown in Figure 1).
The images from transmission electron microscopy (TEM,

Figure 3: TEM images of nanoparticles dispersed in the ionic
liquid EMIM TFSI with a) [SBMIM±] = 0.075 mol L*1 and b)
[SBMIM±] = [TfO*] = 0.075 mol L*1. The ion structures are
depicted in Figure 1. Both samples were diluted to a nanopar-
ticle volume fraction �NP ˘ 0.01 vol% with pure EMIM TFSI
before the deposition of the ionic liquid-based colloid on the
TEM grid.

Figure 3) show for both systems that the shape of the nanopar-
ticles is not changed compared to the initial sample in water
(TEM picture given in ref [20]). Moreover, the nanoparti-
cles do not appear organized in the same way using HSB-
MIM TFSI or HSBMIM TfO: loose clusters are observed
with HSBMIM TfO although the NPs seem more homoge-
neously dispersed with HSBMIM TFSI. However no definite
conclusion can be extracted from the TEM images due to the
perturbations induced by the measurement (see section 2.2).
Figure 4 plots the scattered intensity I(Q) by SAXS for these
two samples and the reference form factor for comparison,
at room temperature after the preparation and one year later.
Figure 5 plots the structure factors S(Q) from SANS for these
two samples (red curves). If I(Q ô 0)_� is larger than I(form
factor), i.e. if S(Q ô 0) > 1, the interparticle interaction is
attractive. If I(Q ô 0)_� is lower than I(form factor), i.e. if
S(Q ô 0) < 1, the interparticle interaction is repulsive.
From both SAXS and SANS it can be deduced that the global
interparticle interactions of the system with HSBMIM TfO
is attractive (S(Q ô 0) > 1) and that of the system with HS-
BMIM TFSI is repulsive (S(Q ô 0) < 1). This shows that
not only the zwitterion SBMIM± stabilises the nanoparticles
but that introducing the additional anions TfO*, although
with a low concentration (0.075 mol L*1) modifies the or-
ganisation of the molecules close to the NPs, and therefore
the organisation of the NPs. Moreover, both dispersions are
stable in the long run as the scattering intensity after one year
is similar to the initial one (Figure 4).

S(Q ô 0) is related to the osmotic pressure ⇧ by

S(Q ô 0) = kT

V
NP

)�NP
)⇧

(2)

with VNP the average volume of a nanoparticle. At a low vol-
ume fraction�NP, the virial expansion of⇧ relates S(Q ô 0)
to the second order virial coe�cient A2 by:

S(Q ô 0) Ù 1
1 + 2 A2�NP

(3)

Figure 4: Absolute scattered intensities (normalized by the
nanoparticle volume fraction �NP ˘1 vol%) as a function of
Q obtained by SAXS for dispersions of nanoparticles in EMIM
TFSI one year apart. Sample with [SBMIM±] = 0.075 mol L*1

was stored in contact with (the moisture of) air. Sample with
[SBMIM±] = [TfO*] = 0.075 mol L*1 was stored under dry
atmosphere.

Figure 5: Structure factors S(Q) obtained by small angle neu-
tron scattering (SANS) as a function of the scattering vector Q
for nanoparticle dispersions in EMIM TFSI. The symbols and
colors are explained in the legends. Attractive dispersions with
[SBMIM±] = [TfO*] = 0.075 mol L*1, (empty red symbols).
Note that the data at 27 °C before the heating cycle (empty
red circles) are an experimental artifact, not observed with
SAXS (see Figure 6). This is attributed to some pollution
reversibly removed while heating. Repulsive dispersions with
[SBMIM±] = 0.075 mol L*1 (full symbols): Note that there
is no SANS at 200 ˝C for both concentrated samples due to
leaks of the cells (SAXS and DLS with the remaining sample
are shown in Figure 6).

With measurements at �NP=1 vol% only, and even with the
required condition 2A2�NP ~ 1 not fulfilled, we tentatively
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give here an evaluation of A2 (at least its sign is correct). We
obtain A2 Ù *23 for the attractive system and A2 Ù 13 for
the repulsive one.
These results are consistent with the DLS measurements.
For the repulsive dispersion with HSBMIM TFSI, dH is ap-
proximately 12 nm (as for the initial water samples [20]),
which proves that no aggregates are present. For the attrac-
tive dispersion with HSBMIM TfO, dH ˘ 25 nm, which
indicates the presence of small aggregates in the order of a
few particles per aggregate.

3.3. Increasing the nanoparticles volume fraction
at room temperature

Only the system made with HSBMIM TFSI could be
largely concentrated as it is repulsive. Indeed, attractive ionic
liquid-based colloids lead to a phase separation when in-
creasing the volume fraction, as observed for citrated iron
oxide NPs of similar size with various counterions in an-
other IL [42].
The interparticle interactions were analyzed by SAXS and
SANS measurements as a function of the nanoparticle vol-
ume fraction�NP. The structure factors from SANS are plot-
ted in Figure 5. The deduced values of S(Q ô 0) by SAXS
and SANS are shown in Figure 6. For a repulsive system, at
a volume fraction �NP, S(Q ô 0) equals the osmotic com-
pressibility �(�NP), which decreases with increasing �NP.
In this case, the Carnahan-Starling expression for e�ective
hard spheres [43, 44] can be used to analyze the compress-
ibility � up to large volume fractions as in references [25, 45,
46, 47, 48, 49, 50]. Equation (4) describes the compressibil-
ity

�(�NP) = �CS(�eff ) =
�
1 * �eff

�4

1 + 4�eff + 4�2
eff * 4�3

eff +�4
eff
(4)

with

�eff = �NP
d
3
eff

d
3
NP

= �NP

0
1 + 2*1

dNP

13
(5)

and

deff = dNP + 2*1 (6)

In this model, an e�ective Hard Sphere, the radius of which
is increased by a characteristic length 

*1, accounts for the
spatially decreasing interparticle interaction potential due to
the ionic organization around the NPs (as the one produced
by organized ions around NPs in polar solvents). The two-
bodies interparticle interaction A2 is then

A2 = 4
�eff
�NP

. (7)

The experimental data of the compressibility are fitted in
Figure 6 with the Equations (4) and (5). The best fit is ob-
tained for a fitting parameter *1 ˘ 1.0 nm taking the TEM
median diameter dNP = 8.7 nm. This characteristic length
is much smaller than the long-range interaction length fre-
quently observed in IL by force measurements between
charged surfaces [30]. It is related here to the organization
of the ionic liquid layers localized close to the NPs. The ex-
tension of these layers is larger than 

*1. Approximating the
e�ective Hard Sphere potential by a decreasing exponential
of characteristic length 

*1, it would roughly extend up to
3-5 

*1 hence over 3-5 nm. The two-bodies interparticle in-
teractionA2

5 is thenA2 = 7.3±0.5which is almost the dou-
ble of the hard sphere value A

HS
2 = 4 [43] and of the values

obtained for citrate-coated oxide nanoparticles in ethylam-
monium nitrate with sodium counterions and smaller NPs
(A2 = 4.6) [19, 25].

Figure 6: S(Q ô 0) deduced from SAXS and SANS (data of
Figure 5) measurements at room temperature for the repul-
sive system ([SBMIM±] = 0.075 mol L*1) as a function of the
nanoparticle volume fraction �NP and for the attractive system
([SBMIM±] = [TfO*] = 0.075 mol L*1) at �NP = 1.04 vol%.
The dashed-dotted line corresponds to the fit of the data
for the repulsive samples with Equations (4) and (5) using
�eff_�NP = 1.82 (two-bodies interparticle interaction quanti-
fied by the second virial coefficient A2 = 7.3 ± 0.5). Inset: ap-
parent hydrodynamic diameter dH as a function of the nanopar-
ticle volume fraction �NP for both systems. The data in the
grey box is an artifact (see Figure 5). Both room temperature
data before and after heating the samples for several hours up
to 200 ˝C (473 K) are shown.

5Note that using Equation 7, A2 is directly obtained from the adjust-
ment parameter �eff_�NP, which is independent of the dNP value used to
deduce 

*1 in Equation 5
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3.4. Thermal stability of the most stable
dispersions

The knowledge of the dispersions’ behavior while heat-
ing is essential for the evaluation of the possible applica-
tions of such fluids. The two optimized systems are analyzed
in details coupling several techniques on di�erent scales:
SANS and DLS up to 200 ˝C (473 K) and additional DLS
and SAXS measurements before and after heating periods.
Complementary TGA analyses are also presented, which
brings an indirect and global information while heating.

3.4.1. Nanostructure

Given the limited allocated SANS beamtime, few tem-
peratures were chosen (27 ˝C, 70 ˝C, 135 ˝C, 200 ˝C, and
back at 27 ˝C) for the in-situ measurements of SANS and
DLS up to 200 ˝C. For each step, DLS was performed after
heating and enables checking that equilibrium is reached be-
fore measuring SANS. This is possible as the viscosity varies
with temperature which influences the correlation function.
Hence, stability of the correlation function means that vis-
cosity and temperature are stable. DLS performed after SANS
tells us whether some change occurred. One T step lasts
around two hours, the whole cycle from 27 ˝C back to 27 ˝C
around 10 hours. Such DLS data are presented in ESI, sec-
tion S4.1, Figure S4. The SANS structure factors are plotted
in Figure 5 and their extrapolation to Q = 0 in the Figure S5
in ESI. The structure factor at Q = 0 (from both SANS and
SAXS) and the apparent dH (from DLS) are plotted respec-
tively in the main graph and the inset of Figure 6 before and
after heating.
Looking first at the two samples at �NP ˘ 1 vol% with dif-
ferent interfacial species, they show a weak evolution af-
ter they stay at high temperature. Indeed, the strong ini-
tial decrease of intensity for the attractive dispersions from
27 ˝C to 70 ˝C appears as an experimental artifact. The cor-
responding SAXS measurement at room temperature gives
S(Q ô 0) = 2.2 ± 0.2, which matches with the SANS af-
ter the cycle. Moreover, the DLS is similar before and after
heating. This artifact can be due to some pollution (water,
solvent,...) that is removed while heating. Leaving aside this
point, the values of S(Q ô 0) show that for this attractive
sample, the same small aggregates/weak attractions remain
whatever the temperature. Both the repulsive and the attrac-
tive sample appear stable on the time scale of the experiment.
For the repulsive dispersions, the interaction remains repul-
sive whatever the temperature. However, given the small
increase of S(Q ô 0) at �NP = 0.97 vol% from 0.83± 0.08
to 0.98 ± 0.10 after heating, close to the error bar, a long-
term experiment was performed. The sample was heated
in a glass tube for several days at three temperatures up to
170 ˝C under vacuum and its state was checked with a DLS
measurement at room temperature after each plateau. The
results are summarized in Figure 7. The apparent hydrody-
namic diameter is dH = 12 ± 2 nm showing that the sample
is long-term stable at high temperature, here during 18 days.
The analysis of the concentrated repulsive samples by SANS,

SAXS and DLS shows that the structure factors are close to

Figure 7: DLS measurements at room temperature for the re-
pulsive dispersions at �NP = 0.97 vol% shown in Figure 5 and
6 (green circles). The sample was previously heated in a low
vacuum around 10 mbar in an open bottle at the indicated tem-
peratures for days (red dotted lines). Note that the maximum
temperature of the heating device is 170 ˝C. These DLS mea-
surements at room temperature give extra information about
temperature cycling.

Figure 8: Ramped thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) mea-
surements for the resulting dispersions in EMIM TFSI and for
the components of these dispersions. Attractive and repul-
sive dispersions with �NP Ù 1 vol%, repulsive dispersions with
�NP = 4.77 vol%. EMIM TFSI and EMIM TfO without NPs
were wet to mimic the worst amount of water that could re-
main in the dispersions. Dry SBMIM± and dry EMIM TFSI
containing 2.5 wt% HSBMIM TFSI (amount present in the
dispersions at 1 vol%) are also depicted. Tstart (weight loss of
10 % per hour here) is indicated in the graph by the horizontal
black dashed line. All the measurements were performed in Pt
pans except HSBMIM TFSI for which an alumina crucible was
used (see Figure S6 in ESI for more details).

those at room temperature and the compressibilities S(Q ô 0)
before and after heating are also quite similar (Figure 5 for
SANS and Figure 6 for S(Q ô 0)). The apparent dH di�er
before and after heating for the concentrated samples (Fig-
ure 6, inset), with no systematic trend. We therefore attribute
the variations to the di�culties of measurement of the con-
centrated samples in the furnace, which leads to large error
bars.
All these elements converge towards the conclusion that the
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stability of these concentrated samples at high temperature
is good, and that the same nanostructure and interaction are
kept.

3.4.2. Thermogravimetric analyses

Such an analysis can be performed in di�erent ways, the
most classical being temperature heating ramps. However
they correspond to short measurements and can overestimate
the decomposition temperature. This is why other types of
measurements as isothermal ones over hours or longer times
were also done here.
In a first step, heating ramps up to 600 ˝C (873 K) have been
acquired for ILs without and with NPs. We will focus here on
Tstart (see caption of Figure 8), the temperature at which the
sample starts to loose weight, which appears to be more rel-
evant here than the most used Tonset (see ESI, section S4.2.).
The raw data are shown in the ESI (Figure S6, section S4.2.),
as well as the details on usual and used definitions, and the
large table S1 gathers our values experimentally determined
and values from literature. Note that Tstart and long-term be-
haviors are scarce in literature, except for pure EMIM TFSI
and EMIM TfO to a lesser extent. The derivative mass losses
are plotted in Figure 8.
For the dispersions at �NP ˘ 1 vol%, both attractive and re-
pulsive, Tstart equals 303 ˝C and is lowered by 20 ˝C for the
repulsive sample at 4.77 vol%. This can be compared with
the pure ILs, however the dispersions contain several species
that should all be considered. For the pure EMIM TFSI,
Tstart=320 ˝C [36], a little higher than that for the 1 vol%
dispersions. In the sample, a maximum of one or two wa-
ter layers may stay close to the NPs’ interface, which would
correspond to 0.1–0.2 wt%. Therefore EMIM TFSI satu-
rated with water at room temperature was measured, which
corresponds to 0.5 wt%, a higher value nevertheless in the
same range. Its Tstart is close to the value from literature al-
though Tonset is reduced by a few tens of degrees (ESI table
S1). The other species present in the sample are SBMIM±,
the zwitterion that is at the interface and possibly some HS-
BMIM. Tstart(SBMIM±) = 274 ˝C, which is still high. Pure
HSBMIM TFSI appears to be the less stable species, that has
to be measured in alumina crucibles as it seems to decom-
pose in Pt pans close to room temperature (see Figure S7
in ESI, section S4.2.)6. Tstart(HSBMIM TFSI) = 158 ˝C,
which cannot be compared with literature as no data were
found on this liquid. Only Tonset of IL of the same family
(sulfoimidazolium) could be found [51, 52], showing val-
ues close to our results on HSBMIM TFSI (see table S1 in
ESI). The last species, present in the attractive sample only,
is TfO* anions, the stability of which can be evaluated from
EMIM TfO. Despite a high Tonset = 348 ˝C, the temperature
at which 1% is lost after one year is 185˝C, much lower than
for EMIM TFSI (286˝C) [53].
Finally, it appears important to mention that partial evap-
oration of the sample also leads to a weight loss although

6Note that using alumina crucibles for the other samples shifts the
curves, which keep their shape (see Figure S7 in ESI). As these data are
only used for comparisons of samples, only data with Pt pans are kept for
all samples except HSBMIM TFSI.

the sample is not decomposed. For example, EMIM TFSI
is considered relatively volatile compared to other ionic liq-
uids and its partial pressure at 200 ˝C is 0.02 Pa (calculated
with the values of ref [53]), around a magnitude larger than
for EMIM TfO. Note that the long-term stabilities after one
year mentioned in the previous paragraph are corrected from
the losses due to evaporation (see Table S1 in ESI).
In a second step, isothermal TGA measurements at 200 ˝C
during 15 h are performed on the repulsive samples to esti-
mate their stability at this temperature (see Figure S8 of the
ESI). The first analysis in classical Pt crucibles shows that
the weight loss for the ionic liquid EMIM TfO is smaller
than 0.1 % after 15 hours at 200 ˝C. For EMIM TFSI, the
weight loss is a bit higher (0.2 %) and increases with the
NPs volume fraction up to 1.5 vol%. The latter measure-
ments reproduced in alumina crucible where the interference
between HSBMIM and platinum is eliminated and the evap-
oration limited show a weight variation lower than 0.2 wt%
after 15 hours for both the solvent and the dispersions, point-
ing towards a good stability of these repulsive dispersions at
our maximal temperature of study of the nanostructure.

3.5. Discussion
Among the performed tests, four di�erent types of in-

terfaces are explored, each one in a specific range of NPs’
charge and concentrations of the species that can localize
at the interface. We discuss the di�erences of stability ob-
served first at room temperature, then at temperature up to
200 ˝C (473 K).

3.5.1. Room temperature

The four systems explore four di�erent types of inter-
faces chosen to vary the ratio ion=�/⇥max

ion . � is the solid’s
surface charge density and ⇥max

ion the maximum charge den-
sity of a densely packed counterion monolayer [23]. It was
shown by MD simulations on flat surfaces of variable charge
in the presence of one ionic liquid (one type of anion, one
type of cation) that this ratio governs the organization close
to the solid surface. A multilayered structure of positive
and negative ions forms at the solid surface, the extention
of which is maximal around ion Ù 0.5 [23, 54]. In the
present systems, the initial density of charge � in water can
be varied through the acidity of the surrounding medium.
Assuming a similar behaviour for the nanoparticle charge �

with the di�erent counterions [41], � is here tuned between
4 and 30 �C cm*2. We assume that this charge is kept in
the EMIM TFSI after transfer. ⇥max

ion is varied through the
nature, thus the size, of the ions. Here the particles are pos-
itively charged, therefore the compensating ions are the an-
ions. ⇥max

TFSI*  ˘ 50 �C cm*2 [55], ⇥max
TfO*  ˘ 100 �C cm*2

assuming that TfO* is around half the size of the TFSI* an-
ion, and ⇥max

SBMIM±  ˘ 35�C cm*2 considering that SBMIM±

is a BMIM+ cation with an extra sulfonate group leading
to a slightly smaller ⇥max

ion value. By way of comparison,
⇥max

EMIM+  ˘ 45 �C cm*2.
In the first system, the positive NPs are in EMIM TFSI,
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and the TFSI* anion is the only anionic species. Whatever
the ratio ion (from 0.08 to 0.6), a stable dispersion is never
obtained. It means that the best ionic organization is not
su�cient to counterbalance the attractive interactions.

In the second system, the positive NPs are still in EMIM
TFSI however TfO* anions are introduced while charging
the NPs (adding HTfO). Their amount thus equals the num-
ber of charges of the NPs plus the amount associated with
the free acid in the surrounding liquid. As sulfonate groups
have a good a�nity for the iron oxide surface [56], ion is ex-
pected to be lower than for the first system, i.e. between 0.3
for an interface covered by TfO* and 0.6 with no TfO* present.
It nevertheless does not lead to stable dispersions. Note that
the same NPs in EMIM TfO, therefore with only TfO* an-
ions located at the NPs’ interface (ion Ù 0.3), are also floc-
culated.

In the third system, a zwitterion is introduced, SBMIM±.
Its anionic group is a sulfonate, with a good a�nity for iron
oxide. Its cationic group is an imidazolium as the cationic
group of the ionic liquid, EMIM TFSI. As summarized in
the diagrams in Figures 2 and S2, there are thresholds of �
and [SBMIM±] above which dispersions exist, the quality of
which varies a lot. The introduction of this zwitterion thus
deeply modifies the interface, even at low concentrations and
can lead to stable dispersions. The best dispersions (lower
dH and lower S(0)) are obtained for the highest charge den-
sity. However, NPs can be dispersed before a monolayer of
SBMIM± covers the surface with a full layer of molecules
perpendicular to the surface (around 0.02 mol L*1). It means
that either the zwitterions are tilted or that mixed layers with
TFSI* are formed. The analysis by SAXS shows that the
lowest S(0) (< 1, thus indicating the most repulsive interac-
tion) are obtained for SBMIM± concentrations correspond-
ing to values higher than a monolayer (within the hypothesis
that all molecules are located at the interface). According
to the estimation of ⇥max

ion , a monolayer of SBMIM± at the
maximal � corresponds to ion close to 1. Such a mono-
layer then shifts the positive charge of the NPs facing the IL
by the length of the SBMIM molecule (8–10 Å) and adds
a steric repulsive contribution to the interparticle interac-
tion. The TFSI* anions and the IL can then organize on
top of SBMIM± layer. In this case, the extent of the orga-
nization produces a su�cient repulsion and long-term sta-
ble (years) samples with a repulsive interparticle interaction
that remain constant over time. Figure 9a shows a possible
organization of the solid-liquid interface. Such an organi-
zation with few alternate layers of ions is several nanome-
ters thick, which is compatible with the e�ective range de-
termined from SANS/SAXS in section 3.3.

The fourth system is similar to the third one, however
an amount of TfO* anions equal to the number of SBMIM±

zwitterions is introduced in the system. The trends are sim-
ilar with � and SBMIM±, however this small TfO* amount
has dramatic e�ects: no repulsive systems are obtained with
the explored parameters. There is always a weak attractive
interaction, constant over time. This proves that the interface
di�ers from the one in the third system. Now two sulfonate

groups can compete at the iron oxide’s interface: TfO* and
SBMIM±, the former being much smaller then the latter.
This will modify the first layer, which can no longer be con-
sidered as a simple shift of the NPs’ surface, and as a con-
sequence it will also modify the following layers. Figure 9b
shows a possible organization of the solid-liquid interface.

3.5.2. High temperatures: macroscopic analysis up to

200
˝
C

The next question is the behavior at high temperature of
these stable dispersions obtained at room temperature. Both
a microscopic (SANS, SAXS, DLS) and a macroscopic ap-
proach (TGA) have been used. The macroscopic approach
by TGA raises the question of the criteria chosen and of the
extrapolations to long-term behaviors. As already said be-
fore, Tonset and less frequently Tstart are usually extracted
from short-term measurements under gas flow. We choose
the latter, as being more relevant for high T stability. On the
long-term, several criteria have been defined: one example is
a 1 % weight loss in 10 hours T0.01_10 h [36] and another one
is the maximum temperature for an annual decomposition of
1 % Tmax,0.01_year [57, 53], a value extrapolated from isother-
mal measurements on much shorter duration than 1 year. All
these values are available here only for EMIM TFSI (see Ta-
ble S1) and show that Tstart and Tonset are much larger than
T0.01_10 h or Tmax,0.01_year . Note that evaporation can occur
and is usually not taken into account (except for Tmax,0.01_year
in table S1), so that the loss of mass measured is a mixture
of evaporation and degradation, leading to a possible over-
estimation of degradation (see ESI section S4.2. for more
details). Therefore at our maximal temperature of analysis
for the ferrofluids here in SANS (200 ˝C), EMIM TFSI can
be considered as long-term stable, with no degradation and
only evaporation. Concerning the other compounds of the

Figure 9: Schemes of possible organizations close to the
NPs interface for the maximal surface charge density � ˘
30 �C cm*2 and the most stable systems in EMIM TFSI. (a)
repulsive system, the third in the discussion, with SBMIM±

zwitterions at the interface, [SBMIM±] = 0.075 mol L*1. (b)
attractive systems, the fourth in the discussion, with SBMIM±

zwitterions and TfO* at the interface, [SBMIM±] = [TfO*] =
0.075 mol L*1.

final dispersions, less information is available and only on
pure compounds when it exists. EMIM TfO has been stud-
ied, however not HSBMIM TFSI. HSBMIM was tested in
literature with HSO*

4 anions [51] and another sulfonate with
a propyl group instead of a butyl, HSPMIM TfO, was also
tested [52]. The average of their Tonset values are in the same
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range as our results on HSBMIM TFSI.
In ionic liquids, the possible mechanisms of degrada-

tion have been explored. Chen et al. [58] analyzed the tem-
perature stability by TGA-MS of EMIM TFSI and found in
their experiments that above 350 ˝C first TFSI decomposes
to more nucleophilic groups, such as -F, -CF3 and -NH2
that mainly attack the ethyl group of the cation EMIM by
elimination and nucleophilic substitution mechanisms. The
same is observed for BMIM TfO that also decomposes to
methylimidazolium (MIM) and HCF3 [59]. Ethylimidazoles
are the first species that are detected followed by methylimi-
dazoles. SO2 is also detected for TFSI* and as well for TfO*

based ionic liquids. Nakurte et al [60] analyzed by electro-
spray ionization mass spectrometry (ESI-MS) the decompo-
sition mechanisms of di�erent zwitterions dissolved in wa-
ter, one being close to the zwitterion SBMIM± analyzed here
but with a propyl instead of a butyl side chain. As observed
in a lot of other studies for ionic liquids [38, 36, 58] it is
the longer side chain of the imidazolium ring that is cleaved
in the highest proportion (here 60 % in the mass spectrum)
generating propanesulfonate and methylimidazolium. The
second most probable mechanism is the elimination of sul-
furous acid leaving methylpropyleneimidazolium (10 % in
the mass spectrum).

From the literature, it appears that the thermal stability
of ionic liquids is governed by nucleophilic anion attack of
the cation. Thermal stability is therefore higher for lower
nucleophilicity (i.e. higher Lewis basicity) [38]. As Lewis
bases (for the anion) lower the degradation temperature, it is
assumed that Lewis acids (for the cation) do as well. Hence,
the (H)SBMIM could generate neutral molecules that evap-
orate.

From the measurements performed here on the compo-
nents of the ferrofluids and on the ferrofluids, looking at
Tstart or Tonset , the colloidal dispersions appear chemically
slightly less stable than pure EMIM TFSI (Tstart shifted down
by 20–40 ˝C) which seems to originate from HSBMIM. How-
ever the chemical stability is fully preserved at 200 ˝C on the
scale of hours as shown by the long isothermal TGA exper-
iments on 15 h at 200 ˝C.

3.5.3. High temperatures: microscopic analysis up to

200
˝
C

The microscopic analysis of these same dispersions by
SANS, SAXS and DLS complements this TGA analysis with
the nanostructure at high temperature. The in-situ measure-
ments at high temperature indicate that the interparticle in-
teractions do not significantly evolve while increasing T up
to 200 ˝C. This is rather di�cult to predict and even to in-
terpret given the scarcity of studies at high temperatures. In-
deed, the e�ect of temperature on colloidal stability can be
examined from the point of view of interparticle forces [61].
In the systems studied here, particles are submitted to van
der Waals and magnetic attractions. In order to prevent ag-
gregation, some repulsion must counterbalance these forces.
Among them, electrostatic interparticle interactions modeled
with a Debye-Hückel expression is usually ruled out as to-

tally screened because of the high concentration of ions [62].
Structural ionic interactions, stemming from the particular
local organization of the IL solvent around the NPs in an
ion layering close to the NPs’ surface, correspond to a well-
documented phenomenon at room temperature that indeed
prevents close approach of the particles. H-bonds can also
occur [34], but the high T stability of the system also rules
them out here. A steric contribution, here due to the SBMIM±

layer may also occur. However, the relatively short range of
the interaction balance (characteristic length Ù 1 nm) ob-
served by SANS and SAXS and its relative independence
with temperature, is not compatible with the long-range re-
pulsion, which has been frequently evidenced in ionic liq-
uids and concentrated salt solutions by SFA force measure-
ments [29, 30]. This long-range force of purely electrostatic
origin typically extends for EMIM TFSI between symmet-
ric mica surfaces, on a characteristic spacial length 

*1 of
6.6 nm at 22˝C and decreases to 4.4 nm at 50˝C [31], much
larger than the value obtained here. The independence of the
e�ective interparticle interaction on temperature obtained
up to 200 ˝C here probably mainly result from the short
range structuring forces of the ionic liquid. These forces are
strongly dependent on the nature of the surface species and
less dependent on T [31]. Moreover, a compensation be-
tween the variations of the di�erent interactions can reduce
this variation with temperature in the range 25-200 ˝C K.

4. Conclusions and outlook
The present study hypothesized that stable colloidal dis-

persions of nanoparticles (NPs) in ionic liquids (ILs) can be
obtained by carefully adapting the NPs’ interfacial proper-
ties with pure IL or adsorbed species and that they can be
stable up to high temperatures, as high as 200 ˝C (473 K).
Although such systems at high temperature are envisaged for
heat transfer fluids [13] or lubricants [33], the charge of the
NPs is seldom considered and never varied. Moreover, the
nanostructure of the dispersion at high temperature has only
been considered recently by DLS in molten salts [35].

We show here how to change the dispersions state by
playing on the NPs initial charge, which modulates the or-
ganization of the IL around the NPs in agreement with nu-
merical simulations [16]. We also point at the role of the
nature of the interfacial species and examine the role of the
NPs volume fraction.

By associating transmission electron microscopy (TEM),
dynamic light scattering (DLS), small angle scattering of X-
rays (SAXS) or neutrons (SANS) for several compositions,
we show that the pure IL alone does not provide colloidal
stability to the dispersion. On the contrary, the zwitterion
SBMIM± (a sulfonate imidazolium), which localizes at the
NPs interface, can ensure stability at high NPs’ charge den-
sity.

For the optimal amount of zwitterion at the maximal
charge density of the NP, the colloidal stability is kept up to
200 ˝C (473 K) for �NP from 1 to 12 vol%, with a global in-
terparticle interaction that stays rather constant with temper-
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ature. It is quantified by a positive second virial coe�cient of
the osmotic pressure A2 Ù 8 associated with a rather short
repulsion length 

*1 Ù 1 nm. Unlike what is proposed in
[30], small angle scattering measurements are unable here to
detect the long range repulsion observed by SFA force mea-
surements between symmetric charged surfaces in most ILs.
It means anyway that the induced interfacial organization of
the ions of the ionic liquid is su�cient to counterbalance the
attractive van der Waals and magnetic dipolar interparticle
interactions and that any modification induced while heat-
ing is compensated so that the colloidal dispersion remains
stable.

We also show how additional species, such as TfO* an-
ions, can disturb the NPs-IL interface by localizing in this
region and modify the NP-NP interaction, which becomes
slightly attractive, with possible small aggregates. The ob-
tained dispersions are nevertheless stable in the long run,
over more than one year.

As the NPs are here magnetic, long-term stable ferroflu-
ids are obtained stable over years at room temperature and at
least on days at 200 ˝C (473 K), suited for the use in applica-
tions that require a broad range of temperatures. The method
can be extended to other ionic liquids and our tests show that
stable dispersions can be obtained even above room temper-
ature. In the future, it would be interesting to apply the prin-
ciples to disperse NPs based on various oxides or other ma-
terials in ionic liquids, chosen for their respective properties,
in order to design task specific dispersions.
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SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION

S1 Materials

The following materials were used without further purification: Sodium hydroxide (NaOH pellets, 98 %, Acros Organ-
ics); hydrochloric acid (HCl, 37 % water solution, AnalaR Normapur); iron(II) chloride (FeCl2*4H2O, AnalaR Normapur,
VWR); iron(III) chloride (FeCl3*6H2O, Prolabo); iron(III) nitrate (Fe(NO3)3*9H2O, technical, VWR); triflic acid (HTfO,
49.2 wt% in water, purity 99 %, SOLVIONIC); N,N-Bis(trifluoromethanesulfonyl)imide acid (HTFSI, purity 95 %, Fluo-
rochem); 1-(4-Sulfobutyl)-3-methylimidazolium bistriflimide (HSBMIM TFSI, purity 98 %, SOLVIONIC); 1-(4-Sulfobutyl)-3-
methylimidazolium triflate (HSBMIM TfO, purity 98 %, SOLVIONIC); 1-(4-Sulfobutyl)-3-methylimidazolium (SBMIM±,
purity 98 %, SOLVIONIC).

S2 Techniques

S2.1 Dynamic Light Scattering (DLS)

Light scattering measurements were performed using different Vasco DLS Particle Analyzers from Cordouan Technologies.
These devices have been designed for dark and absorbing media. All use a fixed angle in backscattering and the laser power can
be tuned.
For the Vasco, the laser of the device is operating at a wavelength l=656 nm and the detection is at 135° (i.e. Q=2.35*10�3

Å�1 in water). The sample is a thin liquid film of thickness around 200 µm enclosed in an optical cell. These conditions prevent
both the effects of light absorption by the colloidal suspension and multiple scattering even in strongly absorbing media1.
The detection is homodyne. Field autocorrelation curves with a precise baseline at long times were obtained by optimizing
parameters such as the incident laser power, the sampling time and the number of channels. The measured intensity correlation
function G(t) was transformed into G1(t) using the expression:

G1(t) = [G(t)]1/2 �o f f set (S1)

The normalized intensity auto correlation functions G1(t) were analysed with a stretched exponential function, e-(t/t )b with a
distribution of relaxation times described by a decay time t and a stretching exponent b . The nanoparticle translation time t is
probed. It corresponds to the translational diffusion coefficient Dt = (<t> Q2) -1, which, in non-interacting conditions, is related
to the hydrodynamic diameter dH using Stokes-Einstein’s equation:

Dt =
kBT

3phdH
(S2)

where kB is the Boltzmann constant, T the absolute temperature, h the solvent shear-viscosity (0.89*10�3 Pa s for water and
34*10�3 Pa s for EMIM TFSI2) at T=25�C at which all experiments were performed.

S1



For the VascoFlex and VascoKin devices, the laser of the device is operating at a wavelength l=638 nm and the detection is
at 170° (i.e. Q=2.61*10�3 Å�1 in water, Q=2.8*10�3 Å�1 in EMIM TFSI). The data are analyzed in the same way as described
above for the Vasco. VascoFlex and VascoKin have been used for the coupled SANS/DLS experiments, with flat quartz cells
(see Figure S.3.a). For all other DLS experiments, either Vasco or VascoKin were used, the latter with other types of flat cells or
glass tubes.

For all the measurements, the data have been fitted down to G1=0.2 and the stretching exponent b is close to 1. An example
is shown in Figure S1. It has been checked that several consecutive experiments are superimposed. Moreover, the power of the
laser is always chosen to be as small as possible and several powers have been tested with the VascoKin. It is always lower than
1.5 mW and down to 0.3 mW and the measurements for different powers were superimposed. Note that the particles strongly
absorb in the green or more energetic wavelengths. The red is therefore the most favorable wavelength. Another element comes
from Forced Rayleigh Scattering (FRS) experiments: the absorption of the sample is used to heat, however red wavelength are
unable to heat it and a red laser (around 3mW on the sample) is used to probe the grating of temperature induced by a high
power lamp (' 400 W) at more energetic wavelengths. Such experiments on the same samples as in the present study are
published in reference3.

Figure S1. Example of DLS measurements in EMIM TFSI for NPs at FNP = 1 vol% with [SBMIM±]=0.075 mol L�1. Same
sample measured 8 months later.

S2.2 Small Angle X-ray and neutron Scattering (SAXS and SANS)

SAXS experiments were carried out with a laboratory XEUSS 2.0 (W)SAXS. The beam energy was fixed at 8 keV and the
wavelength at l = 1.54 Å. The sample to detector distance was 2.48 m to yield an accessible Q-range of 0.0045 Å-1– 0.2 Å-1.
The experiments were performed with a collimated beam size of 0.5 × 0.5 mm2, which provides an x-ray flux of ' 7.106

photons.seconds�1. The integrated incident beam energy flux was 8.103x1.6.10�19 x7.106 = 9·10�9 J s�1. The samples absorb
X-rays due to the ionic liquid EMIM TFSI and due to the iron atoms. Therefore thin capillaries were needed and the best
compromise between absorption and scattered signal was obtained with 0.1 mm thick borosilicate capillaries from Vitrocom®.

However, the wall thickness of 0.07 mm has an error of ±20 % and the interior thickness error is ±10 %. As a consequence,
absolute intensity could hardly be determined and the high Q region (> 0.1 Å�1) was rather noisy. Therefore, the nanoparticle
volume fraction together with the SANS measurements were used to adjust the SAXS curves to absolute intensities. The details
on SANS measurements are given in section S.4.1. This comparison SANS/SAXS is also important to check that the absorption
of X-Rays does not perturbate the system. This can also be confirmed from the estimation of the photon flux. The measured
beam absorption was in a range 55% to 90%, depending on the sample, as obtained from transmissions. Then, the energy
transferred was between 4.95 10�9 Joules s�1 and 8.1 10�9 Joules s�1 in an irradiated volume of 0.5x0.5x0.1 = 0.025 mm3

(which is equivalent to an irradiating rate ranging between 0.19 Gy s�1 and 0.29 Gy s�1), which is negligible to provide any
heating of the samples.
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S2.3 Flame Atomic Absorption Spectroscopy (FAAS)

The maghemite-based ferrofluids were dissolved in a concentrated hydrochloric acid solution and their total iron concentration
were determined by flame atomic absorption measurements (FAAS) with an Analyst 100 spectrometer from PerkinElmer. The
volume fractions f were determined from the total iron concentration in the sample. Taking the molar weight (159.7 g mol-1)
and density (4.87 g cm-3) of maghemite,4 the volume fraction of NPs can be calculated as: f (vol%) = [Fe](mol L-1)*1.577.

S3 Additional results on colloidal stability at room temperature - 1vol% of NPs

Figure S2. Top left) Absolute scattered intensities (normalized by the nanoparticle volume fraction FNP ⇡ 0.8-1 vol%) as a
function of Q obtained by SAXS for nanoparticle dispersions in EMIM TFSI at various [SBMIM±] and initial charge density s
of the NPs in water. The samples are prepared with the two step process (acid first, then SBMIM± zwitterion) except the last
three, marked (1), (2), and (3). They are prepared with the one step process in the same way to test the reproducibility (see text
for details). Top right) Zoom of the small Q region that clearly shows the difference between the samples as well as the good
reproducibility for several independent preparations; Bottom) The corresponding S(Q!0) values for the samples which are not
aggregated are mapped as disks of variable diameter in the plane s versus [SBMIM±]. The (calculated) brown line
corresponds to a ratio 1 between SBMIM± and TFSI�. The green area points towards the best parameters s and [SBMIM±] to
obtain the most repulsive samples with well dispersed NPs.
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Figure S2 presents SAXS results for some of the samples presented in Figure 2a of the main text. The values S(Q ! 0)
are presented as disks of variable diameter in the diagram of the bottom of Figure S2 (plane of the charge density s versus
[SBMIM±]) as in Figure 2a of the main text. It shows that the lowest S(Q ! 0) values are obtained in the green area. This
result is in agreement with the conclusions deduced from DLS in Figure 2a of the main text. However, SAXS enables to
separate the existence of aggregates from hidden viscosity effects.
Indeed, the doubt in DLS comes from the uncertainty on the viscosity of the medium in the present case. The apparent
hydrodynamic diameter dH is extracted from the Stokes-Einstein relation (Equation S2) forgetting the interparticle interaction
and using only the viscosity of EMIM TFSI.
However in the studied dispersions, HTFSI is introduced first to tune the NPs’ charge, then SBMIM± is added to vary the ratio
between TFSI� and SBMIM± (two step process). Part of the SBMIM± moves to the NPs interface, and the other part can
either stay in the IL or can catch an H+ to form HSBMIM. In this latter case, the dispersing medium becomes a mixture of
EMIM TFSI and HSBMIM TFSI (this latter being considered as an additive given the low amount introduced). HSBMIM TFSI
is an ionic liquid of very high viscosity (⇡1700 cP at 25 �C), which could thus change the viscosity of the dispersing medium.
A factor up to 2 can be estimated for the maximal amount of HSBMIM TFSI in the solvent if we assume a linear influence of
its weight fraction on the viscosity for these low concentrations. Hence, the apparent hydrodynamic diameter plotted could be
overestimated by a factor of up to 2.
Figure S2 shows that the S(Q!0) values reproduce the same trend as dH however less pronounced. This confirms that it is
mainly the nanostructure that changes, even if an additional influence of the viscosity with increasing SBMIM± concentration
is observed in Figure 2 of the main text.

SAXS also clearly shows that several sample preparations with the same composition are perfectly reproducible, the SAXS
curves being superimposed (Figure S2). This was done on samples at the maximal charge in water with the "one step process"
adding the HSBMIM TFSI ionic liquid directly, which also improves reproducibility.

S4 Thermal Stabilities

S4.1 Coupled SANS and DLS measurements

DLS and SANS measurements were coupled at temperatures up to 200 �C (473 K).

Figure S3. Scheme of the coupled SANS and DLS measurement setup at the PAXY spectrometer. a) Circular
quartz/spacer/quartz sandwich with a hole on the top to evacuate gases that may form during the heating process at elevated
temperatures. In b) this cell is filled with a sample and in c) it is in the furnace. d) Shows the configuration for SANS
measurements and e) for DLS measurements.

Figure S3 shows the setup of the experiments performed at PAXY, LLB. A furnace was fixed on a controlled rotating table
to ensure a reproducible position for all samples. The oven was filled with nitrogen gas to work under inert atmosphere. A
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self-designed support for a DLS laser remote source (from Cordouan Vascoflex or VascoKin) was fixed on the rotating table,
Figure S3d. Figure S3e shows the DLS remote laser source fixed on the support after turning the table by 45 � and with a laser
protection for security. As DLS measurements are fast (around 2 min for ionic liquid-based colloids analysed here) the samples
were analysed during temperature changes to monitor temperature variations inside the sample. After obtaining a constant
temperature, i.e., a constant DLS signal, the DLS remote laser was removed. The table was turned back to the initial position
and the SANS measurement was performed. These steps were repeated at 27 �C, 70 �C, 135 �C, 200 �C and back to 27 �C. As
only classical circular quartz/spacer/quartz sandwich (see Figure S3a) could fit in this furnace and no change of the furnace was
possible, adapted cells were developed, making it possible to heat liquid samples in the furnace. The cells are based on a Teflon
spacer glued on quartz with a hole on the top to evacuate gases that may escape during the heating process (the cell is left open).
Figure S3b shows a filled cell and in c) the cell was placed in the oven.
Leaks occurred with concentrated samples at high temperature as mentionned in the main text. Such a leak already appeared
with dilute samples (FNP ⇡1 vol%) during the tests of the cell and was solved by adapting the nature of the ring spacer (and the
nature of the materials). It appeared as a mixture of wetting phenomena and bubbling/degassing at high temperature, which was
not occurring in the same way depending on the nature of the materials used to build the cell. This result shows however that
these wetting phenomena and bubbling/degassing grow with FNP.

The data presented come from three different neutron runs during which three configurations were used that slightly differed:
1st run) neutron wavelength l=6 Å, sample to detector distance d=1m; l=6 Å, d=3 m and l=8.5 Å, d=5 m
2nd run) l=5 Å, d=1m; l=5 Å, d=3 m and l=8.5 Å, d=5 m
3rd run) l=4 Å, d=1m; l=5 Å, d=3 m and l=8.5 Å, d=5 m

DLS enables checking that thermal equilibrium is reached before measuring SANS. This is possible as the viscosity drastically
varies with temperature which influences the correlation function. Hence, stability of the correlation function means that the
viscosity and temperature are stable. DLS performed after SANS tells us whether some change occurred during the SANS
measurement. In addition, agglomeration not visible by eye or large viscosity changes due to a chemical evolution also invisible
by eye could be detected if curves drift to longer/shorter times. Precious beamtime could be thus saved by skipping some SANS
measurements. Figure S4 shows an example for nanoparticle dispersions with SBMIM± TFSI� interfacial species in EMIM
TFSI. The change of the correlation functions G1(t) is driven by viscosity, leading to a shift of the correlation function without
distortion. Moreover, the two correlation functions before and after heating to 200 �C superimpose (ignoring a measurement
problem due to vibrations leading to oscillations in the signal).
SANS provides information on the interparticle interactions, via S(Q!0), shown as a function of temperature in Figure S5.

Figure S4. Dynamic light scattering (DLS) measurements for nanoparticle dispersions with [SBMIM±]=0.075 mol/L in
EMIM TFSI. Note that the shift of the curves is due to a change of viscosity because of the variation of temperature.

S4.2 Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA)

Isothermal and ramped temperature thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) were performed with a TGA 550 from TA Instruments.
All samples (about 10–20 mg with the mass precision ±0.1 µg) were measured in platinum pans and some samples were also
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Figure S5. S(Q!0) from SANS shown in Figure 5 of the main text as a function of temperature for the attractive and the
repulsive samples. The lines are guide to the eye. The arrows indicate the heating cycle. Missing points are due to leakages as
explained in the text. The grey box points to an experimental artefact, not observed with SAXS, and attributed to some
pollution reversibly removed while heating.

measured in an alumina crucible. The nitrogen gas flow was 40 mL min�1. Short-term temperature stabilities were conducted
with a heating rate of 10 �C min�1 from room temperature up to 600 �C. Long-term temperature stabilities were measured
at isothermal mode for several hours at the specified isothermal temperature with a heating rate of 20 �C min�1 from room
temperature up to this temperature.
Figure S6 presents the raw ramped thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) corresponding to the data plotted in Figure 8 of the

main text. It is used to determine Tstart , temperature at which the sample starts to loose weight, here defined for a derivative
mass loss of 10 %/1 h for a heating rate of 10 �C min�1 (thus 1.67⇥10�2 %/ �C).
The results are summarized in Table S1 and compared with the data found in literature when possible.

Influence of the crucible: The influence of the nature of the crucible material has been tested in three samples (see Figure
S7). If only a small shift is observed, between measurements in alumina and Pt crucibles, for a zwitterion SBMIM± and the
repulsive dispersion at 0.97 vol%, on the contrary a strong distortion is observed with HSBMIM TFSI. As mentioned in the
main text, HSMIM TFSI measured in classical Pt crucibles already decomposes at 30 �C. This can be due to a catalysis due to
Pt 1. Note that alumina crucibles do not solve all difficulties, because ILs tend to escape from the crucibles, even if there is
a cover. As these alumina crucibles have to be set in the Pt pans due to the conception of the device, a contact between the
samples and the Pt can thus never be completely excluded. Nevertheless, the data are compared in the Pt crucibles, except
HSBMIM TFSI which is presented in an alumina crucible (in Figure 8 of the main text).

Evaporation of the samples: although seldom considered, evaporation cannot always be neglected, even for ILs. Let us
consider the case of EMIM TFSI. At 200 �C, its vapour pressure is 0.02 Pa (from ref5), however a high amount of gas passes
in TGA. In 10 hour isothermal measurement, 24 L of gas pass on 13 micro litres (around 20 mg) of sample, thus 8⇥105

m3
gasm

�3
ionicliquidh�1. If the gas saturated immediately (which is far from being the case) this would lead to complete evaporation

of EMIM TFSI in around 1 minute which explains why evaporation can be observed in some ionic liquids if the carrier gas
absorbs at least a bit. Note that for EMIM TFO, the vapour pressure is 0.002 Pa, 10 times lower. It means that the degradation
can be overestimated from TGA measurements.

Isothermal TGA measurements are shown in Figure S8. For EMIM TFO, after a first heating to 160 �C at 20 �C min�1, the
weight loss is measured during three hours at 160 �C, followed by three hours at 180 �C and then ten hours at 200 �C. The
weight loss is lower than 0.1 %, showing that it is long-term stable at these temperatures, here on 16 hours. A Pt pan was used.

For EMIM TFSI and the ferrofluids, the samples were heated at 20 �C min�1 to 200 �C before measuring the weight at 200 �C
1This has been observed for example in some ILs measured in aluminum, a material widely used for disposable pans9.
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Figure S6. Ramped thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) measurements for the components of the nanoparticle dispersions in
EMIM TFSI and for the resulting dispersions in EMIM TFSI. Pure EMIM TFSI and EMIM TfO are wet to mimic the worst
case possible in the dispersions. Dry SBMIM± and dry EMIM TFSI containing 2.5 wt% HSBMIM TFSI are also depicted,
2.5 wt% HSBMIM TFSI being the amount added while preparing the nanoparticle dispersions at 1 vol% nanoparticles. The
final dispersions with FNP=1.04 vol% with [SBMIM±]=[TfO�]=0.075 mol/L as well as FNP=0.97 vol% and a concentrated
sample with FNP=4.77 vol% nanoparticles with [SBMIM±]=0.075 mol/L are also plotted. Note that all measurements are here
performed in Pt pans except HSBMIM TFSI, which is decomposed close to room temperature in a Pt pan (see Figure S7). The
latter is measured in an alumina crucible. The corresponding derivatives used to define Tstart are plotted in Figure 8 of the main
text. The red arrow indicates the regions where SANS and DLS are performed.

Figure S7. Ramped thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) measurements for 3 samples (see legend) either in a Pt pan or in an
alumina crucible. Note that the alumina crucible has a cover, contrary to the Pt pan, which can limit evaporation if it occurs.
However, this alumina crucible has still to be placed in the Pt pan and HSBMIM tends to escape from the crucible despite the
cover.

during 15h. It was done in a Pt pan and in an alumina crucible. For the pure EMIM TFSI, the container has a weak influence, as
opposed to the colloidal dispersions. This is attributed to the evolution of the additive HSBMIM in Pt pans shown in Figure S7.
Therefore the more exact and relevant long measurements for our colloidal dispersions are the one performed in the alumina
crucibles.
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Table S1. Critical temperatures (Tstart and Tonset ) in Celsius degrees deduced from ramped thermogravimetric analysis (TGA)
measurements. Tstart gives the temperature at which the sample starts to loose weight, here defined for a derivative weight loss
of 1.67⇥10�2 %/ �C. Tonset is defined by the linear extrapolation of the weight loss at decomposition to the baseline at zero
weight loss. T0.01/10h (resp. T0.02/10h) is the temperature at which 1% (resp. 2%) weight is lost after 10h. Tmax0.01/year is the
temperature at which 1% weight is lost after one year. All temperatures are given in �C and the error is ±10 . i for ionic liquid
containing water; e Losses due to evaporation are removed.

measured literature
Tstart Tonset weight loss after Tstart Tonset T0.01/10h Tmax0.01/year

10 h at 200 �C or T0.02/10h
FNP=1.04 vol% 303 393 - -
[SBMIM±]=[TfO�]
=0.075 mol/L
FNP=0.97 vol% 303 374 - -
[SBMIM±]=0.075 mol/L
FNP=4.77 vol% 283 377 - -
[SBMIM±]=0.075 mol/L
EMIM TfO 333 i 373 i <0.1 % 3485 1855 e

EMIM TFSI 322 i 386 i <0.1 %6 3207 410-4507–9 2227 or 2526 2865 e

EMIM TFSI 295 401 - -
+ 2.5 wt%
HSBMIM TFSI
SBMIM± 274 325
HSBMIM TFSI 158 305
HSBMIM HSO4 32710

HSPMIM TfO 28811

Figure S8. Isothermal thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) measurements for EMIM TfO, EMIM TFSI and the derived
colloidal dispersions in two different containers, Pt or alumina crucibles. See legend and text for details.
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